the front page of Le Monde and Time magazine. He was
the man of the year, representing the organization of the
year. Today there are a lot of people asking us who
Julian Assange is. Ah yes, WikiLeaks reminds me of
something. The greatest press adventure of the 21st
century, the most promising experiment has literally
been erased from the collective consciousness.

The Show Trial

The trial that finally took place on September 7 will
have seen the same strategy applied. The Americans
will change several charges; the public knows the first
ones that were launched in February, but in August, at
the last minute, the Americans presented a whole new
series of charges that had nothing to do with the first
ones, and during the trial they changed again their arguments and their guns by questioning witnesses who
were prepared for charges that were 7 months old.
So much so that they even tried to destabilize an important witness, Daniel Ellsberg, by sending him 300
pages at 3 o’clock in the morning when he was supposed to testify at 6 o’clock in the morning.
During this trial we saw the Americans finally say
out loud what everyone knew: that they gave themselves the right to come and get any journalist anywhere
in the world under the Espionage Act of 1917.
We saw a trial that almost took place behind closed
doors, refusing by name the presence of about 50
NGOs, where 90 journalists had been accredited and
not a single one came. In the room there were only four
people and a few rare witnesses who could tell us how
the trial unfolded. We saw American lawyers who were
extremely aggressive towards the witnesses but who

lost their footing in the face of witnesses of exceptional
strength. Losing ground to such an extent that we saw
the American lawyer, Lewis, attacking his own witness
after having forgotten that it was his witness, and so annoyed at not receiving the right answers. This operation
to kidnap Julian Assange that is taking place before our
eyes will probably succeed despite all efforts, because
of a parallel event to this trial: the silence of the media.
Here in France we have solidarity—several hundred
people who are trying by all means to warn of the
danger of what has just been done.

Extraterritoriality

The extraterritoriality of American laws and their
affirmation means that no journalist is safe anywhere.
The justification employed for prosecuting a journalist
abroad is important, it’s interesting. Their justification
is that since he published on the internet, it is as though
he published everywhere in the world, and thus in the
United States. Therefore, for all of us who would like to
defend our right to know, who believe they would be
safe, elsewhere, far away, well, no, they would not.
Apparently, the paradigm is changing, a new era is
opening up and from the most absolute silence we have
probably fallen into an information war as we have
never seen it before. It is clear that the people targeted
are not mainstream journalists but real investigative
journalists and so-called alternative media.
In conclusion, I have only one thing to say to you:
Imagine a world with WikiLeaks, a world without
WikiLeaks, decide which world you prefer, and act accordingly.
Thank you.

Hidden Scandals Are Emerging Now: Why?
by Paul Gallagher
Dec. 13—In the second week of December, even as virtually every sworn statement, video, and legislative
hearing about fraud during the Presidential election is
being strictly blacked out by most media, other buried
scandals are emerging, from earlier in the four-years’
battle between President Trump and the London-Wall
Street oligarchy. One such, is the sudden revelation of an
FBI criminal investigation into financial dealings of Joe
Biden’s son Hunter—an investigation apparently under8
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way for at least many months, but kept secret by the Justice Department even as exposés of the same financial
dealings were made by the President’s supporters and
called “Russian disinformation” by the media.
In the Schiller Institute’s conference panel, “Hang
Together, or Hang Separately,” William Binney, a
former Technical Director at the National Security
Agency who became a famous whistleblower after 30
years, reported the sudden re-emergence of another
EIR
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scandal. Binney—whose expert team since 2017 has
produced airtight proof that the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) e-mails were not hacked in 2016 by
Russians—revealed important developments regarding
how WikiLeaks did get those e-mails to publish.
Again, the FBI has just this week admitted to an attorney in a long-running lawsuit, the Bureau’s long impoundment and inspection of the computer of a DNC
employee—a murder victim in Washington, D.C. in
2016—who may have sent WikiLeaks those e-mails
which exposed the DNC pushing Sen. Bernie Sanders out
of the Presidential nomination. This after national media
have spent years denouncing and suppressing any attempt to discover why this individual was then murdered.
This also brings to mind the fact that Julian Assange,
at one point slightly later, offered a monetary reward
from WikiLeaks to anyone who could provide information that would solve the murder of this individual.
“It just came out today,” Binney reported, “that the

FBI suddenly found over 20,000 pages of information
related to Seth Rich. And, they also had his computer,
and on that computer, it was reported today, was evidence of him passing information, the emails from the
DNC to WikiLeaks, asking for money for the rest of
them, or something of that nature.” And Binney notes
here, “It says that the FBI has known all along, even
before the inauguration of President Trump, that the information that WikiLeaks had, had nothing to do with
the Russians.”
Are these scandals suddenly emerging out of years
of censorship and denial because the intelligence agencies and their controllers are finally now confident that
they are getting rid of President Donald Trump?
They’ve made that estimation before—and been mistaken—but they have not released their secret grip on
such exposed crimes.
What follows is William Binney’s report to the
Schiller Conference panel December 12.

William Binney

Fraud and Cover-Up
Bill Binney was at the National
Security Agency (NSA) for 36 years.
His system, known as ThinThread,
would have been capable of preventing the 9/11 attacks from occurring,
had its use not been prevented by
NSA Director Michael Hayden and
others at the NSA at the time. Ed
Snowden and others have spoken of
Bill as a pioneer in the pursuit of
truth against digital dictatorship.

that nature.
That’s basically what Sy Hersh’s
conversation was all about that was
recorded by Ed Butowsky, I believe,
early on, and that was what was
posted on the web, and people heard
that. Sy wouldn’t publicly say anything about it, because he didn’t
want to compromise his sources.
But what that does is, it says that the
FBI has known all along, even
Schiller Institute
before the inauguration of President
William Binney
I’d like to address two basic
Trump, that the information that
things here. First, I’d like to say I’ve been reading about
WikiLeaks had, had nothing to do with the Russians. It
the case that Ty Clevenger, who’s a lawyer representing
has an insider doing that job.
Ed Butowsky in a lawsuit involving the FBI and the
Now, we knew that from the forensics of the data that
discovery of information about the Seth Rich exchange
was published by WikiLeaks—simply by looking at the
of data with WikiLeaks. It just came out today that the
last modified times on all the 35,813 emails that were
FBI suddenly found over 20,000 pages of information
posted—that they all had the same even ending-numbers
related to Seth Rich. And, they also had his computer,
in terms of last modified time. That was clearly a forenand on that computer, it was reported today, was evisic proof that the data was downloaded to a thumb drive
dence of him passing information, the emails from the
or a CD-ROM, some memory stick, and then physically
Democratic National Committee (DNC) to WikiLeaks,
transported before WikiLeaks could post it. Which said
asking for money for the rest of them, or something of
to us that it was an inside job; we couldn’t say who it was
December 18, 2020
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